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Life is lovely, serene, and magical
Fragile and tender
Deep as the ocean
Aromatic as the rainforests of South America
Taunting you with its mystery and stubbornness
Embrace it, tickle it
Cause a baby to smile
Know what you have
Friends completing your soul
A meditative rose
Frozen in time
Supple petals sensually succumb
To the feeling you get after sneezing
Unspoken words exhaled from lips
Bodies seductively moving to circadian harmony
Falling asleep on unmowed grass
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Dipping your naked feet in a rushing river
Radiant and resplendent sunsets viewed from a rooftop
Self-effacing beauty
A child’s art
Saying anything
Art of medicine
Talking at length about something so insightful and moving
The most delicate ﬂower
A cala lily
Admiring the love of two diametrically opposite people
walking in Cape Town
Miracle of a birth
Eyes of a child possessing hope and timeless innocence
Exhilaration of human touch
Zest, zeal, and passion transcending boundaries
A cheetah’s glide
A magical dance with the lady in red
Ecliptic gazes, hypnotic sounds
First days of summer, winter, fall, and spring
Beaches, fresh snow, falling leaves, and melodic songs of
birds
Discovering a part of me
I didn’t know existed
Colors mixing in the St. Petersburg skies
Everyone around me
Truth, beauty, purity, and music
This is everything I’ll need
This is fate
Bringing me to life
